ROLE: PAPER CLIP FACTORY-WORKER

- You work at the well-known paper clip factory and produce 2 clips per day.
- At the sound of the bell each morning you deliver your 2 clips (no more or no less unless told otherwise) to the paper clip store.
- Following this delivery you return to the factory.
- Record the factory production, customer purchases, and store inventory as announced by the store-worker on your data table.
- As you are part of a team you work with intention, focus, and quietly in order to be able to hear important announcements coming from the paper clip store.
ROLE: PAPER CLIP STORE-WORKER

- You work at the well-known paper clip store.
- Ring the bell once at the beginning of each day to indicate you are ready to collect all clips from the factory-workers and count the total number of clips produced that day (also count # clips produced by each worker and # of workers).
- You announce the *Factory Production* to the public each day and record the values on the class table. Then open your store by displaying the *open* sign and announcing “OPEN”.
- When you are open for business you sell 1 clip per consumer per day (do this by handing one clip to each consumer). Keep track of number clips purchased per customer (see data table).
- In order to keep careful track of the clips you also count the clips at the end of the day after all purchases are completed (see data table). You announce the *Customer Purchases and Store Inventory* to the public and record data on table. Graph the *Store Inventory*.
- Then you close the store by displaying the *closed* sign and announcing “CLOSED”.
- Ring the bell again when you are ready for another work day!

We suggest dividing up these responsibilities among your store members.

- One individual---opens and closes the store by displaying the sign & making announcements;
- Two people---count the clips and announce the amounts to the public;
- One---records the data on the class table (Excel spreadsheet); and
- One---records the data on the class graph (hand drawn).

- As you are part of a team you work with intention, focus, and speak clearly when making important announcements to the public.
ROLE: PAPER CLIP CUSTOMER

- You are a proud daily customer of paper clips, which are used throughout town.
- Before the store opens you will record the number of paper clips produced and available at the store on your data table.
- When the store displays its open sign you may purchase 1 clip per day (no more or no less unless told otherwise).
- Each day the store is open you must purchase a clip.
- Once the store-workers announce the number of purchases and paper clips remaining in the store at the end of the day, you record these values on your data table.
- As you are part of a team you work with intention, focus, and quietly in order to be able to hear important announcements coming from the paper clip store.